As a radio producer, and avid listener to personal audio stories, I am often surprised by the generosity of people who share their personal narrative for public broadcast. Particularly when the story involves difficult experiences that may be challenging to talk about. Radio producers are often comforted by a sense that the storytelling experience may be cathartic or therapeutic.
However, once the documentary product is broadcast, we often don't have the opportunity to follow up with these individuals. Thus for this review I chose to speak with Kate and her mother. These comments suggest that without the distraction of the visual, the radio listener can connect with Kate's experience in a more direct way. This is an important point given anorexia is so often misunderstood by its physical manifestation. A healthy-looking weight is not necessarily indicative of stable mental health, and a body in physical crisis might distract from the deeper psychological aspects of the illness. On the radio, and over the period of time this documentary was made, Kate was free from her visual representation and able to more directly communicate her emotional journey.
These ideas were echoed in a recent discussion between writer Peter Blegvad and radio producer Iain Chambers on ABC Radio National's Radiotonic program. Blegvad and Chambers (2014) produced Eternal Moment, a feature-length radio play that ventured into the mind of a psychiatric patient. As a prologue to the program's broadcast on Radiotonic, Blegvad and Chambers discussed the particularities of radio as a medium when exploring stories about mental illness. Blegvad reflected:
I would say that there is no other medium I can think of, including literature, which puts you inside the head of the protagonist, so that you can imaginatively experience, at least a metaphor for a psychological state…… I'm a strong believer in the eidetic, or mental image, the phantom image, being somehow clearer. Because you create it yourself…. you're not given it, you make it, so you're invested in that….. you're collaborating with us…..much more than you would be if we were showing you a film.
(Blegvad in Radiotonic 2014)
This active listening (Douglas 1999, p. 27) ('Kate' 2014) In addition to her audio diaries, Kate kept a written diary whilst she was in hospital and shared this with Fukui throughout the production. Some of these written entries were later read by Kate and recorded in the studio. The use of this audio is a clever substitute for more conventional documentary narration. Along with the spare use of Fukui's own script, Kate's diary entries give the story structure and a sense of time passing as she counts down the days she is in hospital. But more importantly, this style of narration keeps the listener inside Kate's personal experience. This technique is established in the opening minutes of the documentary.
AUDIO CLIP: Will Kate Survive Kate (3)
https://soundcloud.com/radiodocreview/audio-clip-3-will-kate-survive-kate At times the studio recordings of Kate's written entries lack the intimacy and natural ease of her audio diaries, but I could appreciate how important it was for Kate to maintain a sense of ownership around the way she communicated some aspects of her journey.
It was easier to write it down, and the thing I liked about that was…I could censor it a little bit. Like I wrote out exactly what was...my train of consciousness kind-of-thing, and some of that I wouldn't want to be in there. So I could edit it enough so I was comfortable with it…I think writing stuff was good in that way, because I could think about it a lot more and I had a lot more control over it.
(' Kate' 2014) The use of a written diary thus not only gave Fukui access to the inner thought world of her protagonist, but it also afforded Kate a degree of authorship. Fukui also allowed Kate to choose much of the music included in the program, as a further outlet for her self-expression.
In terms of the ways Kate's story was captured in interviews, Kate raised the value of having some direction from Fukui.
Sometimes it was easier when she asked me questions because sometimes I just didn't know what she wanted from me. Or sometimes I didn't even know what I was feeling, or I wasn't sure how personal I should go. So sometimes it was easier when it was one-on-one interviews... ('Kate' 2014) Kate's comments suggest an underlying pressure to perform the narrative, and her uncertainty around 'how personal to go' reveal the more vulnerable aspects of sharing personal stories as part of a documentary. This highlights the importance of the producer's role as storytelling guide, and it is therefore interesting to consider how the relationship between producer and storyteller shapes the storytelling experience itself.
The question of why people share their personal narrative with the media often raises ideas about the therapeutic nature of storytelling. Sharing one's own story is often seen as an opportunity to be heard, and to speak about experiences that might benefit others. These notions can comfort journalists and radio documentary producers who are entrusted with personal and at times difficult stories (Lindgren 2012 p. 40, and Gearing 2013, pp. 73-74 ). However we hear less from the storytellers themselves. I spoke with Kate about her experience. Kate raised this aspect of her own documentary experience.
There was one time when I felt pressure to recover for the documentary because I know that Masako wanted to…have something that had a beginning, middle, and an end. And the end would be me being discharged, and being recovered, which is a lot of pressure. So there was a time when....I didn't know what to do with that….but I got over that eventually and just kept going with how I was going… ('Kate' 2014) Kate's mother also remembered this dynamic:
I think there was a little bit of idealism there with Masako; she probably thought there was going to be a happy ever after… I think she was balancing on a fine wire there because realistically she knew that mental illness is not fixed like measles -mental illness comes and goes; it has its flux. But I think for the purpose of the story it would have been fantastic had that been the case… ('Kate's mother' 2014) The challenge was thus how to tell Kate's story, with all its complexity, unresolved elements and ongoing issues, and meet the expectations of the broadcaster and listening audience, and avoid deleterious effects on the storytellers themselves.
Maria Tumarkin (2014) (' Kate's mother' 2014) This feeling that the story now belongs to the producer, Masako Fukui, is an insightful reminder that those who participate in the radio documentary process share only a sliver of their life's experience. The personal story that exists within the confines of the documentary will continue to live, breathe and develop further beyond its broadcast.
My conversations with Kate and her mother revealed some of the unique aspects of sharing personal narratives on the radio. The anonymity of radio provided Kate the opportunity to 
AUDIO LINK:
PODCAST of Will Kate Survive Kate available here on ABC RN 360 Documentaries website
